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Abstract 
RONALD D. SCHULTZ 
Under the supervision of Professor James J. Worman 
Dimethylketen dimer, tetramethylcyclobutane-1,J-biscyclo-
hexylimine, and tetramethylcyclobutane-1,J-dithione have been 
studied by means of self-consistent_field molecular-orbital 
calculations and far ultraviolet absorption spectroscopy. 
The SCF-MO calculations showed transannular participation 
resulting in rr-rr* peak splitting in all three compounds with the 
order being diketone > diimine > dithione. The far ultraviolet 
absorption of the three compounds showed the lowest energy predicted 
absorptions in all cases but splitting in t.he TT-TT* could not be 
seen because the instrument was incapable of going below 185 nm. 
In the n-rr* region of these three compounds,splitting has been 
observed with the· order being diketone >diimine >dithione. However, 
the splitting shown for the dithione in the ultraviolet is shown 
to be O while predictions by the SCF-MO calculations, al.though less 
than both the dtketone and the diimine, show a splitting of 0.24eVo 
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INTRODUCTION 
Since the advent of the computer the ohemist bas taken great 
strides in bringing the mathematical aspects of chemic.al systems 
up to date e Before this time physical data on a tremendous number 
of differen:t chemical systems had constantly been accumulating with­
out theoretical backing. However, now with the tools available the 
chemist can at last begin the tedious and difficult task of explain-
ing the data he has been receiving. 
One particular area of mathematical interest in chemistry is 
that which deals with the energy of a particular chemical system. 
In oz'd.er to study this area of chemistry, theoretical or semi-
empirical energy calculations of these systems are necessary. 
Theoretical calculations are indeed very tedious and tend to dis-
courage most chemists. However, working from Roothaa.n•s formulas 
for LCAO-SCF calculations1 Pariser and Parr2 and Pople� came up with 
4 
a semiempirica.1 SCF-MO method. This method al.lows predictions of 
the n-energ'/ of molecul e s  and the rr-rr* singlet transition energies. 
The P-P-P SCF �ethod for determining n-electron orbital energies 
,, 
and n-TT* transition energies is quite analogous to the Huckel MO 
procedure except that it takes into account electron repulsions a.nd 
•• 
attractions that the Huckel MO theory neglects. Indeed, the theory 
ff 
usually starts with the Huckel eqUa.tions to get the starting LCAO 
wave functions. 
2 
.. ft 
In Huckel MO theory the Schrod.inger equation in matrix form isa5 
(1) RC rs SCE 
In this equation the C matrix is the coefficient matrix which 
diagonalizes the secular determinant.  The H matrix is the Hl.Dlil tonian 
" 
matrix which is the same as the Ruckel determinant without the energy 
terms. The E matrix is the diagonalized energy matrix and finally 
the S matrix is the overlap matrix containing as elements each of the 
overlap integrals between pairs of atomic orbitals. 
The secular determinant for H�ckel MO theory6 for the four atom 
butadiene system� as an example iss 
: Hi1-811E Hl2-Sl2E 11.:rs1JE J\4-S14E 
. i1_2-Sl2E H22-S22E H2:rs23E H24-S24E 
(2) - 0 11_3-SlJE H2J-S2JE H33-333E H�-SJ4E 
Hi4-314E H24-S24E Hyi.-SJ4E H44--s44E 
H11 terms are cal ed coulomb integrals and represent a:pp:roxi
mately 
the energy of an electron in a valence p orbital. The H11 terms 
are usually replaced by the symbol a:. The H1j7 terms are called 
restmance or bond integrals commonly referred to as f3 a.nd represent 
the tmergy of interaction between two adjacent atomic orbitals. Hij 
or � terms are usually set equal to 0 if the atoms or orbitals on 
the atoms are not directly adjacent since � is a function of bond 
distance. 
8 The S integrals are called the overlap integrals , which in 
a sense a.re almost self-describing. They are integrals which are. 
,, 
proportional to bond strength. In the Huckel MO approxiln.ation 
s11=1 for �he same atom and s1j=O 1� the atoms are different. This 
is not entirely true but it does make the calculations �uch simpler. 
ff 
Our Ruckel determinant in equation (2) may now·be reduced to 
something which looks like thiss 
<lil-E f312 0 0 
�21 CI22-E �2J 0 
(J) = 0 
0 S32 a33-E t334 
0 0 �43 «44-E 
The determinant can now be solved although the answers obtained 
depend on the approximations made. 
" 
In the P-P-P SCF theory the Sch:rod.inger equation to be solved 
is1 
(4) FC :s see 
where F is now the Hartree-Fock9 matrix which is analogous to the 
H matrix bu·t includes energy repulsion terms. The S and C terms 
ff 
are the same as in the Huckel theory and the e matrix is the same 
u 
as the Ruckel E matrix. 
3 
ff 
Reiterating then, the difference between Ruckel and SCF theory 
is that P-P-P SCF theory takes into account repulsion and overlap 
integrals for all electrons in the system even though the integral 
themselves are.semiempirically evaluated.lO,ll 
In the P-P-P method equation (4) is solved and the eigenvalues 
4 
found a.re e1, the eigenvalues to the Fock operator. The eigenvectors 
are still the LCAO coefficients for �he molecular orbitals� The new 
coefficients are then used to :find a new" charge distribution and to 
oonat:ruct a new F matrix. The new F matrix is again d.iagol'.la.l-ized, 
another new charge distribution is calculated, and the process is 
repeated utttil the final charge distribution agrees with ·che initial 
one. This agre ment in charge distribution is usually checked by 
comparing the eignevectors at the end of an iteration with those from 
the previous iteration. The process is terminated when the eigen-
values agree to within a specif�ed degree of accuracy. 
Pariser and Pa.rr, working from their l:asic SCF-MO calculations
12 
came ¥P with excellent energy values for ethylene, buta.diene, and 
13 benzene. 
In P-P-P SCF theory the determinant solved is called the Fock 
determinant which, for the butadi-ene prolllem, looks like thisa 
Fll
-e Fl2 F13 
Fl4 
F21 
F22-e F23 
F24 
(5) - 0 
F
31 
F
32 
F
3 ... r
e F
34 
F41 
F42 F43 
F44-e 
ff 
The F ter1as are similar to the a terms in Ruckel theory and t.he 
uu 
" 
F
uv 
terms rese ble the f3
uv 
terms in Huckel theory. The procedure 
is further explained in the experimental section of this.thesis. 
The basic parameters necessary for the formulas· in. the P-P-P 
SCF theory area the effective nuclear charge, Z , the TI-electron u 
density, Puu' and the valence state ionization potential, Iu• The 
integrals used in the theory itself area the one-electron, one-
center integral, <.\it the one-electron, two-center integral, �uv-' 
the two-electron, one-center repulsion integral, {uu/uu) , and the 
two-electron, ttro-center repulsion integral, ( uu/vv) • The ct , u 
(uu/uu), and {uu/ri) integrals are semiempirically evaluated while 
Suv is usually empirically evaluated from spectroscopic datao 
Having achieved such good results with simple hydrocarbons, 
5 
14 the P-P-P theory was soon expanded to take in heterogenous compounds. 
Brown and Heffernan tried the new theory on formaldehyde. In order 
to resolve the problem of choosing electronegativities used for 
V'Uious paraneters, they used atomic spectroscopic data in assigning 
. 
15 
electronegativities. 
It had been customary in SCF procedure up until this time to use 
fixed values for the effective nuclear charge, Z , ef each atom u. 
u 
Thus, in order to allow for variation in the electronegativity of 
6 
a.tom u with the TT-electron density, P , on that atom, Z wa.s regarded uu u 
as a ftmction of P • The functional dependence followed directlv uu. tJ 
from Slaters rules. For atoms in the first row of the periodic 
table the relationship 1st 
(6) Z a N - 1.35 - 0.)5(a + P ) u u u uu 
where Nu is the atomic number of u and au is the num:ber of . a-electrons 
contributed to the electronic structure by atom u. 
Since the variation of Zu with Puu was included in the SCF MO 
procedure then, as nell as the usual dependence of the SCF matrix 
elements on the charge distribution, the two-electron, one-center 
repulsion integral, (uu/uu), the two-electron, two-center repulsion 
integral, (uu/vv), and the neutral atom penetration integral, (u/vv),. 
became functions of P from their dependence on Zu• These last uu 
integrals a.re called electron repulsion integrals because they result 
from the various repulsions of the electrons within the system. 
This ne procedure was referred to as the "self-consistent electro­
negati vi ty method: SCE, because the iterative proced-ure led to 
self-consistent values of Zu as well as of Puu• 
Coulomb integrals, a , were calculated from the formulas u 
(7) ac • -Ic - (cc/oo) - �(u/cc) 
(8) Ci • -I - (cc/oo) - ) (u/oo) 
o o . {rfo 
where I and I are the valence state 2pTT-electron ionization c 0 
potentials of carbon and oxygen. 
In the SCE procedure, since I and I were :functions of Z c 0 c 
and Z0, Iu was plotted �gainst Zu for the (sp3,v4) valence state 
of the isoelectronic series0 C, N+, o2+, � giving a parabolic 
curve a 
(9) Iu(sp3,v4�p3,v3) • J. 4 90Zu2 a 9.767Zu + 4.048eV 
and this a,s used for evaluating I • The value of Z was the c u . 
mean Slater value for C and c+ to make &llowance for· the change in 
Zu accompanying ionization. 
Since the valence state was not definitely known for oxygen 
in forma.ld hyde two hybrid bonding orbitals i ere selected to cover 
the probable range in which the oxygen hybridization layi i.e. 
7 
sp and sl hybrids. They corresponded to valence states (s3/2p912,v2) 
and (s5/2p13/J,v2), both of which were combinations of the ore 
common (s2p4,v2) and (sp5,v2). When the 2prr-electron ionization 
+ 2+ potentials of the second pair of valence states for O, F , Ne , 
and NaJr were plotted against functions of Zu the following parabolic 
relationships were obtaineds 
(10) Iu(s2p4,v�s2p3,v1) • J.775Zu2 - 17.099lu + lJ.790eV 
(11) Iu(sp5,v2-+sp4,v1) • J.505Zu2 - 14.5372u + 8.195eV 
from which were derived 
(l2) ru(53/2P9/2,v-;:s3/2P7/2,v1). 3.64<YZu2 - i5.818zu + l0.99JeV 
(lJ) Iu(s5/JplJ/3,v2"s5/Jpl0/3,v1) 2 J.685Zu2 - 16.24.szu + ll.925eV 
The monocentric integrals (cc/cc) and�o/oo) were obtained 
. 6 from the formula derived by Paolon111 
(14) (uu/uu) = J.294Z u 
The two-center coulomb repulsion integral (cc/oo) was eval­
uated according to the method outlined by Pariser and Parr17, 
(15) a.r + br2 t((cc/cc) t (oo/oo)) - (cc/oo) 
where r is the distance between c and o and a and b are �umerical 
coefficients. The integrals on the right are functions of . Z as u 
well as Pee and P00 and thus a and b also show a dependence on 
the n-electron densities. 
The penetration integrals, (v/uu), were evaluated from tabula-
18 tions of rnclecular integrals where the a-bonds were taken to ba 
purely covalent so that one electron was assigned to each of the 
cs-orbitals of the two atoms forming the a-bond. 
The resonance' integral, B , was obtained from ultraviolet (UV) UV 
spectroscopic data for formaldehydeo The spectroscopic integral 
for the first rr-rri€· transition was evaJ.uated in terms of � co 
involving the following singlet configurationsa 
(16) 
where X is a 2prr-orbi-tal on atom Uo The secular equation for the 
configuration interaction reduces toa 
( 17) 
(2cr + (oo/oo) - E) 0 
0 
0 
(2ttc + (cc/cc ) 
- E) 2�co • 0 
2�co (a0 + ac + 
(cc/oo) - E) 
8 
A uniform n-electron density in formaldehyde was assumed1 i.e. 
Pcc·P Al and from (17) S. was found equal to -2. 7JeV • This led 00 co 
to va.luea given in the following tables1 
TABLE l• 
Integral 
(CC/00) 
(cc/cc) 
(00/00) 
(c/oo) 
(o/cc) 
l3co 
TABLE 2. 
Integral 
(CC/00) 
(cc/cc) 
(00/00) 
(c/oo) 
(o/cc) 
13co 
Formaldehyde Molecular Integralsa sp-Hybridized O 
PCC • P00 � 1, ZC = J.25, z0 m 4055 
Value,eV Integral Value,eV 
a.545 (H/CC) 0.655 
10.827 (H/00) 0.008 
14.86? «c -23.608 
l.167 «o -26.569 
1.692 IC 12.061 
-2.736 Io 16.841 
Formaldehyde Molecular Integralsa sp2-Hybr1d.ized 0 
�cc - poo a l, 
Value,eV 
a.545 
io.767 
14.931 
1.184 
2.770 
-2.690 
ZC m ).25, ZQ m 4.55 
Integra.1 Value0eV 
(H/CC) o.649 
(H/00) 0.008 
ac -24.394 
a.o 
-26.848 
IC 11.781 
IO 17.103 
9 
10 
This new SCE ethod allowed excellent agreement with spectro-
scopic data . The following table shows some of the resultss 
TABLE J. TT-TI* Spectral Transition in Formaldehyde 
SCE Fixed Z 
eV A eV 
N-V 1 7.94 1560 7.94 
N-V 
2 
11.�4 lo6.$ 11.96 
N-T 
l J
.66 JJ85 J.77 
u 
A 
1560 
1035 
3290 
These results are for sp2-hybridization on o. The first rr-tr* 
transition for formaldehyde has been observed at 1560A or 7.95ev!9 
20 Later SCF-MO calculations were also undertaken by c. Sandorfy 
on C•N agai.n achieving excellent agreement with UV spectroscopic 
data. Th following table summarizes the results. 
Integral 
(cc/cc) 
(NN/NN) 
(cc/NN) 
TABLE 1�. Numerical Values of Integrals for C•N 
Pee .. PNN l, ZN • J.90, zc - J.25 
Value,eV Integral Value,eV 
10.53 flcN 
-2.70 
12.27 IC 
11.26 
7.82 IN 14.53 
11 
Since the simple chromopho·ric data was realistic, the applica­
tion to the more complicated eystems 
(J) 
seemed reasonable. 
The crystal structure of dimethylketen dimer, (J), . was done 
by Friedlander and Robertson21• They reported the symmetry to be 
D2h' a. planar ring with tvo perpendicular vertical planes. This 
symmetry was also applied to_tetramethylcyclobutane-1,J-dithone, 
(l), because of the similia.rity of this compound to 1. Tetra-
ethylcyclobutane-1, J-biscycloher.ylimine, {l), was judged to have 
c2v symmetr; hich is only a slight variation of n2h. This 
configuration keeps the ring planar but only has one vertical 
plane of symmetry., 
22 Compound 1 wa.s dlscovered by Chick and Wilsmore in 1908. 
Ed Schmidt23, South Dakota. State University, synthesized compound 
2 in 1970. Compound 1 was prepared in 1967 by Elam and.Daviso24 
In ad.di tion to simple ele c tronic transitions there is the 
possibility of transannular participation. This was observed for 
n-rr* transition in the UV for compounds 1 and� but not for J. 
Work on 1 and z. was reported by Ballard and Park25 in 1968. They 
reported seeing splitting in the n-rr* band of compound 1• Two 
peaks were detected, one at�J07 nm and the other at 350 nm. They 
reported no such splitting in either the n-11'* or rr-TT* band of 
26 lo Schmidt et al reported observed splitting in the n-TT* 
transition of 2. No evidence has been documented for splitting 
in.the n-rr* transition of either 1 or Z· 
12 
13 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this work was to study the possibility and 
magnitude of ·t.ransa.rmular TT-interaction in dimethylketen dime r, (J), 
tetramethylcyclobutane-1,3-biscyclohexylimine, �), and tetramethyl­
cyclobuta..ne -1,)-dithione, (J). The approach was to use semiempirical 
SCF-MO cal cul.a tio11s to dete rmine TT-TT* .. singlet transition energies 
and attempt to verify these by far ultra.violet spectroscopy. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Ultraviolet Spectra 
UV spectra were run to determine the high-energy rr-n* and 
rr-a* transitions. Spectra were run on the diketone, 1., the diimine, 
�. and the dithione, ], with the results summarized in Table 5. 
System Absorption, 
0 
·� 195 (n-a·�) 
O
CH3 
NH2 203 (n-a*) 
CPC C· 0 227 (n-o*) 
207 (n-�) 
Nae c-1� 197 ( rr-rr*) 
N•C C•O 198 ( rr-tt*') 
S=C C•O 226 (rr-TT* � 198 (n-cr* 
s-c c-s 228 (rr-rr*) 
1 P3-cr Program 
2 Pariser-Parr values 
3 Ma.taga val1es 
nm 
TABLE 5 
UV Spectra. 
€ Solvent 1 Cale Value, nm max (rr-1') 
10060 heptane 151 
7,600 heptane 
112 heptane 161, 148, 117, 1162 
(145, 139, 1J4, 1J2)3 96 1432 9,880 heptane 197, 172, 145, (177, 170, 1.56, 154)3 
8,800 heptane 
185,000 heptane 325,000 
42,000 cyclohex. 262, 211, 187, 1832 (235, 225, 196, 187)3 
The Mataga method referred to in Table .5·is discussed in detail 
later in this section under "discussion of computer work." 
Some of the tra.nsi tions .. appear to be rr-rr* and allowed because 
14 
of the high �x' 7,000-200,000. In :conjunction with previous solvent 
studies, 27 only ace tone , (;; = 1060, dimethylketen dimer, f = m� m� 
and cyclohexyla.mine, � = 7,600, have sr.iall enouo-h f to be m� o m� 
* 
concidered n- n bands. 
Hieher energy peaks, below 185 nrn, ware not possible to see 
because of the limitations of the instrument . Vacuu.111 UV would be 
necessary in order to see these high energy peaks. Higher energy 
transitions were predicted by the p3_cI pro gram to appear below 
185 n.111. These transitions appear in Table IO in ndiscussion of 
computer work.11 
If there were transannular participation, one would expect to 
see two transitions for the tr-n* transi tion of the bisimine. Only 
one band was obsorved at 197 nm and no evidence from the spectrum 
112, 
in dicated that this tr2.ns:i.tion was spli.t. * Tne second rr-n· band would 
be expected at 167 n.111, beyond the limit of our instrumentation. In 
. * 
any event, this lr-TT observed transition of the bisirnine is lower in 
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energy than that observed for simple im ines (180 nm). 'Ibis lowering 
in energy can be in terpreted to represen t transannular parti cipat ion. 
No splitting has been observed in the n-n* band of the dithione. 
However, a. very- bro ad, moderately strong band is observed at about 
500 nm for this molecule. It is possible that a second band, which 
could be attributed to transannular participation, is covered up 
under this large broad band. In therr-ii region the dithione exhibits 
a peak at 227 nm . This peak would be broad enough to hide a secondary. 
peak due to transannular participation if it were close enough to 
the main peak; i.e. approxima tely 10 nm . 
15 
16 
Splitting of such small magnitude is quite possible for this system 
since it is likely that decreased overlap exists due to the decreased 
ability of the 3P orbitaJ. on sulfur to overlap significantly with the 
2p orbital on carbon. 
DL .. cussion of H3.nd Calcltla tion 
The result obtained from the hand calculation for formaldehyde 
showed excellent agreement with the results obtained by Brown and 
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Heffernan as well as the results given by (tCPE-76. Table 6 
summarizes the results. 
TABLE 6 
Comparison of Hand Calculation with other Sources 
on the Grotu1d State of FormaJ. dehyde 
IntegraJ. Hand Calculation, eV QCPE-76, eV Brown & Heffernan· 
(cc/cc) 10.7 10.83 10082 
(oo/oo) 14.95 14. 87 14087 
(cc/oo) 8 • .55 s. 54 Bo.54 
�co -2.76 
-2.74 -:-2074 
etc 
-17.72 -23061 
«o -24.26 
-26. 57 
Fee -5.81 
-4.51 -5.81 
Foo -10.16 -6. 97 -10.16 
Fco -7.03 -6. 98 -7.03 
Final energy n -36.50 - Hand 
Final energy = -36.15ev - QCPE-76 Heffernan Final ener�r • -J6�60eV = Brown and 
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It is interesting to compare the total ground state energi�s 
calculated by the three different methods. For exrunple, the difference 
in to tal energy between Hand and QCPE-76 is 0.35 eV while th_e difference 
between Hand and Brm-m and Heffe rnan is 0. 45eV. It would appear 
therefore that QCPE-76 could be used to calculate accu:ra te ground 
state energies. 
Discussion o� Comuu ter �·Tork 
'Ibe PPP SCF theo ry  is a very te dious, tDne consuming method. In 
order to be able to carry out calculations on more than one system, 
other than by several months of hand calculations, a computer program 
is necessary. 3eve:.."al universities and institutions were contacted 
about compnter programs in the area of SCF-HO calculations . The 
major programs used were: 
1. 
2. 
). 
QCPE-76 from the Quantum Che=nistry Program Exchange, University 
of Indiana, Bloominbton, Indiana. This program was used for 
ground stq.te energy calculations. Tne data obtained 
appeared to be logical. However, it was not able to compute 
excited state energy values.. This program contained no 
configuration interaction.29 
QCPE-71. 2 from the Quantum Chemistry Program Exchange, 
Univ�rsi ty of Indiana, Bloomington, Indiana.. '.Ibis program 
contained confi�uration interac tion and gave ground state 
and excited configuration energy values. However, the 
prozrani was not designed to give enereY values of electronic 
transitions. 
CN00/2 from Dr. 2ans H. Jaffe', University of Cincinnati, 
Cincinnati , Ohio. This prot;r.arn was a total elec tron program, 
including � and nonbonded electrons as well as TT-electrons 
and contained configuration interact.ion. The output data 
ga".re all poss i�le transition 1·.i�hin the molecule . Resu� t�t 
data obtained from this pro.:.lram was sood for iT-7'1* transl. tions 
and n-& but the tJ"ansi tion energy for the n-TI* band was 
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the lowest vibrational band instead of the vibrational band 
at maximum absorption which one sees in a UV spectrum. The 
program also has .the limltation .of needing a· large amount 
of c omputer c ore space to handle systems over ten atoms 
and thirty electrons . However, it is my belief that this 
program 113.S great potential. for further work, sinc e it is 
an all electron program. 
3 P -CI from Dr. Hans H. Jaffe ' ,  University of C inc innati ,  
Cinc innati ,  Ohio. �his program al s o  con·cained a configuration 
interaction subroutine . Output data obtained c ontained 
lT-'ll� transition energy in ele.ctr.on vol ts , e V, and nanometers, 
nm . This program was used fpr the majority of the calc ulations 
nee�ed for the results found il' this paper. 
The two main programs used were s QCPE-76 from the University of 
Indiana., and the . p3-cr program obtained from Dr. Jaffe ' at the 
University of Cincinnati. 
QCPE-76 was a good program for the calculatlon of ground state 
energies . Hoiiever, when it was used to attempt to predic t  transition 
· energi.es the progrd.Til proved ineffectuaJ. . The reason for this probably 
l ies in the fact that the program had to caJ.culate the ground state 
energy and the first exc ited si?iglet state separately and then the 
energy ·va.J..ues had to be subtracted to get the transition energy. 
Whenever an attempt is made to calculate the absolute energy of an 
exc ited state , · trouble arises .  Usually the most stable geometric 
arrangement for molecul e s  in their excited electronic states is 
different from that in their ground states . This can result in 
substantial deviations from the desired exc ited state energ
y value. 
Another argu.�ent against using excited state energy vaJ.ue s  in 
determining transition value s  is the fa.et that the first e xc ited 
singlet transition energy c omes,  not from a singl e excited sta
te ,  
but fron a mixture of possible singlet c onfigurations . _  This mixi
ng 
of configurations yields a dramatically different picture of the 
"excited state . "  A configuration interaction program which allows 
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for this mixing o f  configurations i s  needed t o  give accurate transition 
energies . 
Table 7 summarizes the data. obtained from QCPE-76 . 
System (vv/vv) , ev 
C=-01 14. 87 
C=02 14.!37 
CFC CmQl 14. 87 
(P� 12 . 27 
c-N2 12. 27 
N•C 0=-J?- 12 . 2? 
c-s
l 9. 94 
c=s2 9. 94 
S=C C=S2 9 , 94 
0=c c=o 
l 2 3 4 
C=O 1 .21.A 4 
1 Pople Method 
2 Mataga Method 
TABLE 7 
QCPE-76 
Ground State 
(CC/VV) , eV 
8c; 55 
6 .18 
a. 55 
7. 82 
5.44 
7. 82 
4. 84 
4.84 
4. 84 
N=C caN 
l 2 3 4 
2 . 21A 
f3cN' eV 
-2. 74 
-2 . 74 
-2. 74 
-2. 70 
-2. 70 
-2. 70 
-3. 62 
-3 . 00 
-3 . 00 
c=N l .36A 
Eirt eV 
-36.15 
-37 . 49 
-81 35 
-33. 98 
-:n. 1s 
-77. 03 
-31 . 32 
-30. 08 
-71 . 91 
S=C C0S 
1 2 3 4 
G=S l . 61A 
The Mataga me�hod, refe.rred to e arl ier in Table 5 and here in 
Tabl e 7, is basically the . same as the Pariser-Parr method. The 
only difference in the two methods is in the calculation of the 
two-el ectron, tuo-center integral , (uu/vv) . In the Mataga method 
the formulas 
where 
{uu/vv) • (l/(r + a) )  au UV 
a • 2/{ (uu/uu) + (vv/vv) ) 
and r is the distance between the two atoms, is used� All terms are 
in atomic units,  au, which can be c onverted into electron volts, eV, 
after the calculation is fini shed 1 i . e o  1 au :Iii 27. 2  e v .  
Once the two-electron, two-c enter integral , (uu/vv) ,  is 
calc ulat ed it is used to calc ulat.e the off-d.iagcna.l elements , F uv' 
in the Fock de terminant . Onc e  this determinant is set up it is a 
simple procedure to solve for the TI-energy of the system .  S ince 
(lltA/vv) is used directly in calculating Ii' , which is one of the UV 
final steps in the SCF procedure , a c hange in (uu/vv) will result 
in a c orresponding change for the total rr-energy. 
The p3-CI program as the program which gave the most c onsistent 
data. In order to test the abil ity of this program to suc c e ssfully 
work on systems involving transannular partic ipation norbornadiene 
was first tested with the program. Norbornadiene is knoNn to havP­
interaction in the ground state re sult ing in .spl itting of energy 
levels. JO 
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The phenomenon of transa.nnular partic ipation merits some 
discussion. In the case of dimethylketen dimer , (1) , the Cm Q 
groups are nonc onju.gated in the classical sense but are suitably 
oriented so that there can be orbital overlap in the usual rr fashion 
(parallel orbital s ) . This 11-overlap of the carbon 2p orbital s  in 
the 1 and 3 positions of the ring causes the formation of two 
del ocal ized TT* orbital s ,  a l ow energy,_ i.n-phase orbital , TT+* ,  and 
a high energy, out-of-phase orbital , rr_* . Jl 
_-r--___,,rr: � � 8 � 
·--=---1 /j�C:2 -�: z z � � � 
6 �  
�t. 
S � 8 �  
\..---!---�� � 8 8 8 
This delocalization of energy levels all ows the possibil ity 
of see ing more t han one rr-TI* trans ition in the UV J i . e .  6 E1 ,  6E2 , 
6E3 , and 6E4•  The most probable transitions which ca.n be seen 
in the UV are 6 El and e ither 6E2 or 6E3 • The transition 6E4 is 
of too high ene rgy to be s e e n  in the UV normally. 
Tables 8 and 9 show the program re sults �or norborandiene . 
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TABLE 8 
Norbornadiene-GaJJUnas by Pariser-Parr Ground S tate Geometry 
Atom X-C oordinate Y-C oordinate Z-Coordinate 
1 -1. 18500 -0 . 66500 o . o  
2 -1 . 1 8500 0 . 66500 o . o  
3 1. 18500 0066500 o . o  
4 1. 18500 _-0 . 66500 o . o  
C ore Attract o  Coul omb R�plsn. Expansion Basis 
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Row C ol Integrals Integral s Eigenvectors Eigenvalues 
1 
2 
3 
4 
l 
2 
J 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
-11.18000 
-2. 57943 
o . o  
-O. J.5914 
-2 . 57943 
-11. 18000 
-0. 35814 
o . o  
o.-o 
-11 . 1 8000 
-2 . 57943 
-0. 35814 
o . o  
-2 . 57943 
-11 .18000 
11. 129999 
7. 619151 
4. 987909 
5 . 548229 
7.6191 51 
11 .129999 
5 . 548229 
4. 987909 
4. 987909 
5. _548229 
11 . 129999 
7. 619151 
5 . _548229 
4 . 987909 
�1 . 61 9151 
11 . 129999 
o . 4999999 
o . 4999999 
o . 4999999 
0 04999999 
o.4999999 
o.4999999. 
-0 . 4999999 
-0 . 4999999 
o . 4999999 
-0 04999999 
-0. 4999999 
o . 4999999 
o.4999999 
-0.4999999 
o . 4999999 
-0. 4999999 
-12. 36216 
1 . 1 3212 
2J 
TABLE 9 
Norbornadiene - Output for S inglet States 
CI Transition Frequency Wavelength 
State Energy (eY) (cm-1 ) (run) 
1 6 . 0116 48488. 27 206 . 53 
2 7.47lH) 602as.e3  166 . 11 
J 7. 5099 60573 . 82 165 . 33 
4 7. 8524 63335 . 71 158.12 
Wilcox, W nst-in, .d McMillan32 reported experimentally weak 
UV ba.rids at 205 nr.i, 214 run, 220 nm, and 230 nm as l.ell as a marked 
crea.se i n  at3orpti on 1-:ielow 198 iut. 'l'his is su'b.atru1·t.iated in the 
table with three · calculated values below 200.nm and one value at 206 
nm. 
The sp.l i  ttL"lg in ths energy levels i.s predicted by the program 
to oo o .  (16) eV 0 TQ.is value compared favorably to the experimental 
photoelectron spectroscopy value of 0 . 85 ev33 a.nd the value of o . �J 
If 
eV predicted in an extended Huckel calculation performed by Ra.old 
Hoffmannp L� 1959. 34 
Once the ca:rabil ities of the program in the area of transa.nnular 
participation were e stabl ishei the program was used on the diketone, 
1 ,  t he diil:lno ,  2 ,  ai�d the dithione , 1• Table 10 give s the results 
obtained frorii the program. 
System 
C=01 
c=J-
N=C C•· ). 
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TABLE 10 
pJ�cr Transition Energies 
Eigenvalues 
-1 3. 7005 
-1 . 2988 
0. 1150 
-14. 0785 
-13. 7039 
-2. 0002 
-1 . 2774 
-15 .6083 
-15. 2475 
-0. 9442 
-0.1714 
-1 3. 1161 
-0. 2918 
-12 . 3474 
-11 . 881.� 
-2. 0203 
CI Singlet Transition Energy 
eV (n.i:.) 
9.2092 (1 34. 82) 
8.1918 (151 . 57) 
a . 5571 (145 .10) 
8 . 9466 (lJB . 78 ) 
9. 2915 (133.63 ) 
9. 4341 (131 . 61 )  
7. 6886 (161 .49) 
a . ;671 (148. 39) 
10. 6370 (116 . 72) 
10 . ?109 (115. 92 ) 
7 . 01Y-t- (177 . 03) 
?. J090 (169. 87) 
7 . 9755 (1559 68) 
a . oBLi-7 (153 . 57) 
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TABLE 10 (c ont . ) 
System Eigenval ue s CI Singlet Transition Energy 
e V  (nm) 
S C C•S1 
s•c c-s2 
1 Ma taga val ues 
2 Popl e val ues 
-13 .6406 
-13. 1 730 
-1 . 0814 
-0. 3587 
-12.0415 
-1 .4752 
-11 .4097 
-10 . 9435 
-J. 0611 
-2 . 3747 
-12.6518 
. �12.1805 
-2. 2461 
-1 . 5087 
6 .2977 (197.15) 
7.2209 (171 . 94) 
8 .5659 (144. 95)  
a.67a1 (143. 07) 
5 •3.541 {2Jl·o 90) 
5 .2856 (234 . 90)  
5 . 5262 (224.68)  
6 . 3363 (195. 95 )  
6 .6403 (186. 98) 
4. 7410 (261 . 89)  
5. 8714 (211 .47) 
6 .6299 (187. 27) 
6 . 7653 (183052 
These resul ts c ompare favorably to the UV spectral val ue s 
given in Tabl e 5 .  In all cases only the l owest energy rr-TT* 
transition, calculated by th e program , is observed experimental l y .  
In th e c a s e  o f  Di:ne thyl k e ten d L'Tl e r , (J) , no UV TT-� tran s i t ion 
is ob s erve d .  Tn i s  i s  becau se the tran s i t ion ene rgy i s  h igher than 
th e ca.pab il i t i e s  o f  the instrument used . However ,  the Par i ser-Parr 
predi c ted value o f  7 . 69 e V by the p.3_CI program i s  o . • .50 e V  lower 
than that predic ted for fo rmaldehyde ( 8 . 19 eV) . Th i s  lowering in 
energy is con si stent wi th what would be expec ted from transannular 
conjugation . Tetrame thylcyclobutane-1 , .3-bi scyclohexyl im in e ,  ( g) ,  
shows an ab sorp tion band a t i97 run in th e UV. The Pari se r-Parr 
value s  calculated by the program are 197 nm and 167 nm .  Tetramethyl 
cyclo butane�l , .3-dith ione , (l) , h as a peak at 228 nm in t�e UV ab sorp-
tion spectrum . The Par i se r-Parr program value i s  262 · nm . Howeve r , i t  
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should be m entioned here that the dith ione has 2p-Jp n-overlap . L i t tl e  
wo rk has  been done on  systems  o f  th i s  type with the Pariser-Parr 
c alcul at ion s .  1h e  1ataga value o f  235 n� i s  mo re ac curate in thi s  c a se . 
No peak s  we re ob served lower th an 19 .5 nm for any system even though 
th ey were calculated by th e p3_cI computer program because of th e 
limitations  o f  the UV in s t rument . 
The p3_ cr program gave fairly reliable value s for tran s i tion 
energ ie s ,  but how about spl itting of energy levels ?  Table 11 
summa r i ze s the re sul ts  g iven by the progrron . 
TABLE 11 
Tran s ition Energy Splitting 
N-n* ( ob served ) , 
System e V  
O=C C=O o . 53 
N=C C=N 0 . 27 
S=C C= S  0 
a Par i ser-Parr ne thod 
b 'la tau n. i·:e th o d  
TI -TT* ( calculated ) a, 
e V  
0 . 39 
0 . 92 
1 . 13 
rr--rr* ( calculated) b ,  
e V  
0 . 65 
0 . 30 
0 . 24 
It wa s no t po s s ible to see spl itting in th e TT --rr:c b an d s  in th e 
UV .  However,  n-rr* spl itting h a. s  been ob served i n  compounds 1 a.nd 
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f.. No spl i tt ing wa s ob served in the n-rr>:< band of compound J.. Th e  
ac tual spl i tting be tween th e n-rr* bands o f  each compound wh en conve rted 
to eV appears to sh ow the same trend a s  th e pre dicted spl i t ting fo r 
th e n-n* on go ing from the dike tone to th e bi s irn ine to th e di th ione . 
The ab solute value s  o f  th e spl i tting .a.re no t n e c e s sarily the same . 
( See Addendum ) , 
It c an  be s e en from Tabl e 11 th at compound 1 has an ob se rve d 
splitting o f  0 . 53 eV wh ile th e value c al culated by the Ha taga. 
m e th o d  i s  0 . 65 eV . In compound � the difference i s  e ven le s s .  
1Th e  ob serve d spl i tting i s  0 . 27 e V  wh il e th e c al c ul ated value i s  
0 . JO e V by the :fa taga meth o d .  Th e  ob serve d spl i tt ing for compound 
.2. i s  0 wh il e  the Hataga m e tho d predic ted a spl i tting o f  0 . 24 eV. 
Th i s  valuo , al though no t in agrearnent wi th th e experimental , i s  
lower than th at predi cted fo r e i ther compound 1 o r  � and fi t s  th e 
same trend as th e ob serve d value s .  Th i s  trend i s  no t o b s e rved in 
th e Par i se r-Parr predic ted value s a.nd th i s is no t unde r s tandable 
at thi s  t im e . 
Why do e s the Ha.to.ea. m e tho d g ive such goo d  value s  fo r spli tt ing 
as well a s  the be s t  value for the transi t ion ene rgy fo r th e di th ione , 
2_? Perh ap s i t  i s  be s t  explained by saying th at th e Hataga m e th o d  
wa s o rig inally de s i gn e d  to g ive sati sfac tory agre e:nent wi th 
experimental value s .  Tn e m e tho d has a comple tely emp irical approach 
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in evalu�ting the two-elec tron, two-cente r integral , (uu/YV) . Just 
by taking suc h an approach all ows good c orrelation between obser-�ed 
and calculated values . Why then is the Pariser-Parr method used at 
all? The answer is that it appears to work well for small mol ecul e s .  
Both methods have the ir merits but i t  appears that the Mataga 
me'thod works better for larger molecules and appears to be the most 
versatile method overall . 
One more thing must be mentioned c oncerning the results obtained 
from the PJ-CI program . It may be noticed from Table 10 that the 
Ma.taga results for the n-rr* transition energies is somewhat lower 
than that predicted � the Pariser-Parr method and al so lo er than 
the observed val ues. The program could have been adjusted to give 
good transition values for the Ma.taga method ins tead of the Pariser-
Parr method . All that would have had to be done was to adjust the 
value for tha resonance integral , S , for the two c ompounds . This UV 
integral is an input parameter and is an entirely empirical val ue 
for this program. It l"ould thus be c ompl etely justified to change 
this value u..�til the desired result was obtained for the monoketone , 
formaldehyde , and the monoimine , methylene imine . Onc e this was 
done it is very l ikely that the c orrect val ue s  would have been 
obtained for the transition values for the diketone , 1, n.nd the 
di imine , 2e Since the re sonance integral s would not have to be 
changed drastically, it is not expected that the transition energy 
splitting predicted for the two compounds would differ much from 
that already obtainedo 
The P3-cr program would not acc ommodate the use of the sulfur 
atom when the program was first received. However, the program 
as adapted by putting in the following L�tegralsa J5 
VSIP(S ) • 12. 70 eV 
(SS/SS ) • 9. 94 eV 
It was also necessary to add the following formulas for the 2p­
Jp Slater TT-overlap integrals a J6  
. 
-1 1 6 s (2 1 , JP ) = (120 ) (JO) �p (5A4 - 6A2 + Ao ) for t - 0 
S (2p , Jp ) m (120)-1 (JO )-i-p6( + t) 5/Z (l - t) 7/2(A (B - B ) 5 0 2 
here 
+ A4(BJ - Bi )  + AJ (B4 - BO) + A2(11_ - B5)  
+ Ai (B2 - B4) + Ao (B5 - BJ) for t f 0 
k+l 
Ak(p) e-p L (k!/(pu(k - u + 1 ) : )  1 
k.+l 
Bit(pt)� e-pt � (k!/(pt )u(k - u + l ) ! )  
tFl 
(pt)u(k - u + l ) ! )  
and where 
u a Z/n 
P • t(ua+ub) R/aH {aH 111 . 529 au/A) 
t Q (ua-�)/
(ua+�) 
For the above formulas t z is the effective nuclear charge p n is 
the main quantum number, and R is the radius between the two atoms
 
a and b in angGtoms . 
Once the above for�ulas were added to the program the en
suing 
.. 
transition energies for the thione and dithione system� w
ere 
calculated0 
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One other program was tested in con junc t ion with the pre sent 
work . That �as 'the CNDO/ 2 program written by Dr .  Hans H .  Jaffe • 
at the Universi.ty of C inc innati .  This program was an all electron 
program which included a and nonbonding ele ctrons as well as TT 
el ectron s .  W hen t.his program was te sted on formaldehyde , it gave 
e xcellent results for the rr-TT* trans ition .  This transi ti on was 
calculated by the program to be 149 nm which compares to the 
e xperimental value of 156 nm. 37 However, t he predic ted n-TT* 
transition as calculated to be 393 nm while the actual experimental 
value is )OL� nm. 37 Likewise , the n-cr* transition is cal"culated to 
be 1 33 nm while the e xperimental value is 174 nm. 37 There appears 
to be some disc re pancy with regard to the energy of the nonbonding 
el ectrons ;  1 . � e ,  t he orbital energy � Moreover � the discrepancy 
doesn ' t appear to be c ons istent, be ing 89 run high in t he n-rr* 
predicti on and lH nm l ow with regard to the n-cr* prediction . The 
error is most likely an internal one within t he program itsel f .  
S ince the results from formaldehyde proved t o  be i n  error with 
regard to the n-11'* trans ition, t he program was abandoned in favor 
of t he l ess complicated p3-cr program for the rr-n* calculat i ons .  
However, muc h useful data has be e n  obtained from the CND0/ 2 
program on many pyridine s ,  and anil ine s with regard to n-rr* 
and n-v* trans itions . JS Yet it must be remembered that these are 
all sys tems with a high degree of re sonance a�d formaldehyde is 
only a s ingle c hromophore .  I t  is bel ieved that in the future t he 
JO 
CNffJ/2  pro gram and s im il a r  to tal el e c tron p rogram s  will b e com e th e 
mo s t  pr eval en t  pro g r am s u se d ,  p rovided th ey c an pred i c t  sp e c tral 
t r an s i t ion s .  
J 1  
CONCLU3IO:JS 
Dimethyll,.e ten dbe r ,  tetra.methylcyclobutane-1 , 3-bi scyclo­
hexyllininc , and tetra.Methylcyclobutane-1 , 3-dithione h ave be en studied 
by mean s o f  self-consistent field molecular orbital calculations 
and far ultraYiolet absorption spectro scopy .  
He sul ts from the p3_ cI SCF progra.111 indi cate there i s  spl itt ing 
in the TT energy levels of the three compounds re sulting from trans-
annular ove rlap with the calc.ulated splitting for the n-rr:< · region 
be ing : 0 . 50 eV, 0 . 30 eV, 0 .24 eV for the diketone , the b i s imine , and 
the dith ion e ,  respectively . No rr-11* splitting was observe d in the lI'./ 
a s  the in strur.1ent was unable to go below 185 nm wh e re mo st o f  the 
tran s i t ion� lie . One neu h igh ener�J rr-rr* tra....'1 sition wa s observed fo r 
the b i s ir1 ine at 19? n"":l , and a new transition for the diketone was 
observed a t  208 run , which i s  po s sibly a n- CT* transition. However ,  
spl ittinr; was observed i n  the UV i n  th e n-rr:c ree;ion with the actual 
spl ittinc; be inG : o . 6.5 eV, 0 . 27 eV, and 0 eV for the dike tone , the 
b i s Dn ine , and th e dith ione . Al so when one compare s th e n-n* value s o f  
280 nm , 245 nr.1 ,  a.11d 490 nm27 fo r the carbonyl , the azomethine and the 
th io carbonyl �roup s re spectively ve rsus the value s of 350 nm , 270 nm , 
t'ne b 1· s ; ·�1 1 ne , � nd the dithione re s ... nec-and 510 Yllil fo r the dike tone , .w.i .L °'"' . 
t:i..' velv , 1 · o f  ene rff'Y i s  no ticed in all three case s on going .; a . mwr in3 u 
from the s iriiple c .1ror.10pho re to the di-cor1po�d. Th i s  lowe r ing in 
energy can be interpreted to repre sent transannular participation . 
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.., 
Tn e  re sul t s  gaine d by the PJ-CI program are con s i stent wi th the 
UV re sul t s  fo r th e o rde r o f  m agn i tude o f  spl itting fo r the th re e 
compound s . iUthough the ac tual value s fo r spli tting predic ted by 
the compute r are no t entirely accurate , they are clo se enough to 
the ob s e rved value s to g ive reason to bel ieve that the spl itting 
in peak s is indee d due to tran sannular overlap . 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Ultraviolet Spectra 
UV spectra. lrere taken on a Beckman DK-2A spectrophotometer 
usi g a hydrogen lamp. All spectra. were between 180 nm and 260 
nm. Samples ere prepared as solutions in either hexane or heptane 
and sp�. tra were run using a 1 em. quartz cell . All spectra were 
run 1th a 20 psi nitrog n flush through the cell c ompart ent. 
Dimethyl ten dimer was dissolved in purified heptane at a 
concentration of 4o5 x 10-3M. The far ultraviolet absorption 
spectrw1 ua:s taken from 230-180 nm and showed absorption at 
A::�tan.e u 227 I ( kx a 112) • See Figv.re 1 in the Appendix. 
Tetra.muthyl cyclobutane-1 , )-biscyclohex:yl i  ine was dissolved in 
purifi d heptane at a concentration of 8.1 x 10-SM. Absorption 
( ) 
heptane 
in tho far ultraviolet 2J0-180 nm was seen at A.max a 195 nm 
( iiax m 9, 880) . See Figure 2 in the Appendix. 
Tetramethylcyclobutane-1, J-dithione was dissolved in purified 
cyclohexa.ne at a concentration of 1 . 2  x 10-5M. The absorption 
spectrun in the fa.r ultraviolet as taken from 260-180 nm and an 
absorption peaJt was seen at A.�lohexa.ne :::1 228 nm ( kx a 42, 000) . 
See Figure 3 in the Appendix. 
The Purification of So �ents - -
Three liters of heptane were stirred with one liter of c on c en-
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. tra. ted sul furic a.cid for seventy- two hours after which the sulfuric 
ac id was separated and one liter of fresh ac id added. · The mixture 
was again stirred for seventy-two hours . The upper layer, heptane , 
was removed and washed with two liters of water three times . The 
water as separated a.nd the heptane was dried over CaSo4, Drierite , 
over night . The heptane was then . filtered, passed through silica 
gel , and then through an alumina column (100 cm. x J cm. ) .  Finally 
the he ptane was stored in a bottle with Drierite for twenty-four 
hours before use . 
Computer Work 
The IBM )60-40 computer was used for all calculations . 
The format used in the p3-cr progratil is shown here as it 
appears in the actual progra.Il readout s 
ATOM C ODE, 1 IS CARBON (Tr, TR, TR, PI )  
2 IS NITRCGEN ( TR2 , TR, TR, PI ) 
3 IS NITRCGEN ( TR, TR, TR, PI2 ) 
4 IS OXYGEN (TR2, TR2 , TR, PI ) 
5 IS OXYGEN (TR2, TR, TR, PI2) 
6 IS BORON (TR , TR, PI )  
7 IS FLUORINE (S2, P2, P2, P) 
. 8 IS CHLORINE (S2, P2, P2, P) 
9 IS SULFUR ('1.'R2, TR2, TR, PI ) 
TR- TRIGONAL HYBRID, PI- PI ORBITAL (2n ) .  
VSIP.� THE VALENCE STATE IONIZATIOU POTENTIALS 
VSIP( l )  • -11 . 18 
VSIP(2)  :s -14.12 
VSIP()  � -28 . 12 
VSIP(4· -= -17.  70 
VSIP( 5 " -34 . 12 
VSIP(6 • - 8 . JJ 
VSIP( ?  m -20 . 86 
VSIP(8 m -15 . 03 
VSIP(9 • -12 . 70 
35 
36 
ZAMA- ONE-CENTER , 
ZAMA(l = ll .13 
ZAMA(2 =- 12. )4 
ZANA( J  - 16. 76 
ZAMA(4 • 15 . 23 
ZMiA(5 = 18. 82 
TWO-ELECTRON REPULSION INTEGRALS , GAMMA (I-A) . 
ZAMA(6l = 6 . 91 
ZAHA(7 a 17. J6 
ZANA(8 • 11 . JO 
ZAMA ( 9  • 9. 94  
ZC HG- THE ATOMIC C HARGE 
ZC HG (l ) • l . O  
ZCHG (2) .. l . �  
ZCHG (J) ca 2 . 0  
ZCHG (l� • l . O  
ZCH� (5 a 2 . 0  
ZCHG �6 -. 1.0  
ZCHG 7 a 1 . 0  
ZCHG 8 :a 10 0  
ZCHG (9 • l e O  
ETA- PARA�!ETER USED IN  MODIF1ED MATAGA METHOD. 
ETA(J. � - 0.45908 
ETA(2 " 0 & 5Y-"99 
ETA(3 a 0 . 8J.;.72J 
ETA( l� ) o.  73289 
ETA(5) • 0. 9844 
THE FOLLOWING INPU� CARDS A.RE REQUIRED1 
FIRST CARD- TITLE CARD ANY C OMMENT, ALL 80 COLUMNS . 
SEC OND CARD- SY �U1ETRY CARD (ALL FORMATS I2) • 
ISUB- 00 NO SYMMETRY 
01 D2H SYHMETRY 
02 C2V SYMMETRY 
IRXY - THE NUNBER OF CENTERS RELATED BY THE XY-PLANE. 
IF IRXY = 0 WRITE 01 .AlW SKIP J� C OLS . 
ICENl (I ) AND ICENl (I+l ) - THE ATOM NUMBERS OF RELATED PAI RS . 
IR1Z- THE mJMBER OF CENTERS RELATED BY THE 1Z-PLA1"E 
IF I RY� m 0 WRI TE -1 .AND SKIP li C OLS . 
ICEA2 (I ) AND ICE�'2 (I+l )- THE ATOM NUMBERS OF RELATED PAIRS .  
THIRD CARD- INPUT PARAMETERS . 
EC ONV- C ONVERGENCE CRI TERIA (F6 . 5) �  
N- Ji,"1JMBER OF CENTERS (FORMAT I2) • 
NtX!C- NUMBER OF OCCUPI ED ORBITALS (FORMAT I2) . 
NBETA- UUNBER ON BOYDS (FORMAT I2) • 
*NGAMMA- TYPE OF GAl'.MAS TO BE CALCULATED 
NGAMMA • 1- MATAGA METHOD 
NGA1111A • 2- PARISER-P&t\R METHOD 
MGAMMA • · 3- B�VERI:rx;E-HINZE METHOD 
FOURTH CARD- ATOM KIND, SEE ATOM C ODE IN MAIN ROUTI NE 
(FORMAT Il ) • 
FIFTH CARD- NBOND- BONDED ATOMS BY ATOM NUMBER IN PAI RS 
( F'ORMAT I2)  e 
SIXTH PLUS N-1 CARns- X, Y, Z C OORDINATES (FORMAT Fl0 .6 ) . 
LAST CARD- RESONANCE INTEGRAL VALUE IN E .  V • ,  BY ATOM KIND 
(FORMAT F6 .2) . 
Sample I nput s 
FORMALDEHYDE 
00 
0. 000102010102 
14 
0102 
/* 
/+ 
o . o  o .o  
o .o  o .o  
-9.4 -14e 2 O . O 
GA11MAS BY PARISER-PARR 
o . o  
1 � 21 
-17. 0  
DI METHYLKETEN DUiER 
00 
GAMMAS BY MATAGA 
Oo000104020J01 
4114 
010202030304 
o. o 
o . o  
0 0 
o . o  
-9. "4, -14 .. 2 
/* 
/+ 
o .o  
o .o  
o . o  
o . o  
o . o  
-2. 32 
-1 . 10 
i . 10 
2. 32 
-17. 0 
* Gammas in this program are the two-electron, two-center repul
sion 
integra.l s 9  (uu/vv) o 
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CYCLOBUTANE-1, J-BI SIMINE 
00 
0. 000104020301 
2112 
010202030304 
o . o  
o . o  
o . o  
o. o 
-9.4 -14. 2 
I* 
I+ 
o . o  
0 0 
o . o  
o . o  
-2fi q 7  
-1 . 10 
i . 10 
2 .47 
GAMMAS BY MATAGA 
'l"'ETRAMETHYLCYCLOBUTAUE-1, J-DITHI ONE GAMJwf.AS BY MATAGA 
00 
0 . 000104020301 
9119 
01 0202030304 
o. o o . o  -2. 72 
o . o  o . o  -1 . 11 
o.o  o . o  1 . 11 
o . o  o . o  2 . 72 
-9. 4 -14 2 Oe O -1 7. 0 o . o  o . o  O . O  -7. 5  
I«· 
I+ 
The foll ouing input cards were placed before the data cards 
to initiate the programs 
II JOB PPPCI OOO 
* PPPCIOOO 
11 ASSGN SYSQ.Q2 , X' occ . II ASSGN SYSOOJ, X' OOE ' 
II EXEC PPCI OOO 
NAME 
NAME 
DATE 
DATE 
One line of the sample data on the preceeding page refers to one 
ca.rd of computer data. The explanation of the input data whic h 
immediately preceeds the sample data explains what data goes in 
which column on the computer data cards . 
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Samnle Calculation- For�aldehyd.e 
The basic molecular orbital s for formaldehyde are the same 
as those for ethylene s 
y
l 
m 0 . 707Xi + o. 707x2 
Y2 • o . 707x1 - o . 707x2 
Using the se wave fUnctions the _following charge distributions 
are obtained1 
q a 
0 
q -c 
Yocc 2 
L Ne ::a 1 0 
Yocc 2 
E Be = l 
c 
a.long with the mobile bond orders 
Yocc 
Pco • [ Nc0c0 n 2 (0 . 707) • 1 
According to Slaters rules a  
(18) 
where a 
Z • electronegativity of atom u. u 
N = atomic number of atom u. 
u 
a a number of a-electrons contribu·ted to the · olecule by u. u 
P = n-electron density. uu 
39 
and using this formula for C and 0 the foll owing results are obtained :  
z - 6 - 1 . 35 - 0 .35 ( 3  + 1 ) - J. 25 
c 
z - a - i . 35 - o . ;5 (5 + i ) - 4. 55 0 
The two-electron ,  o e-center integrals are calculated from 
the formula by Paoloni s 38 
(cc/cc ) • J . 29(Zc ) • J . 29(J . 25)ev �-- l0. 7eV 
(oo/oo ) • J. 29(Z0) = J.29(4. 55) ev • 14. 95JV 
The two electron , two-center integral is calculated from 
a formula derived by Pariser and Parrt 39 
(19) (uu/vv) a t( (uu/uu) + {vv/vv) ) -- - r - br 2 (r<ro) UV UV 
where r0 = 2 .65A . The constants a and b are found by using the 
for11ula1 
(20) 
in which 
(21) 
..... a R • (4.597/z ) x 10 c • u u 
and where the c onstants a and b are found by fitting values calcu-
lated by equa.tion , (20) for r • 2. BA and r • J. ?A. Using this 
equation the value of (cc/oo) using r • 2 o 8A is s  
(cc /oo) • ( 7. 195/2.8) ( (1 + (1/(2) (2 .8 ) )
2(1 .4 - 1 . 0)2)-t 
. + (1 + (l/(2) (2.8 ) )
2 (1 .4 + 1 . 0)2 )-tev 
{cc/oo) = 4 . 94eV 
and using r • J. 7A the value is s 
(cc/oo) • ) ca 80eV 
Solving these two equations simultaneously using equation (19) 
the values for a and b are s  
a • 4. o� 
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Putting these values into equatio11 (19) and using the c orrect 
C• O bond distance of l . 2A the value for the two electron , two­
center integral is a 
(cc/oo) a t(10. 7 + 14. 95)  - 4. 05 (1 . 2) - (-o.445) (1 . 2)2  
(cc/oo) - s .55ev 
From FlmTY40 1 
where a 
a • W - - N {ce/oo) c c 0 
ac = one-electron, one-center integral 
WC a valence state ionization potential 
41 
N • the number of electrons that c�nter o donates to the system 0 
Using this equation s 
a • -ll o l6ev - l ( B . 55 ) ev c 
a • -19. ?0eV c 
This value is used to calculate the Fock integral, Fee 411 
F • a + t q (cc/cc ) + · L.cq0 (ea/ccr ) cc e c afc 
F = -19 . ?0eV + t(1) (10 . 7) ev + 1 (8 . 55)ev cc 
which gives as a results 
F • -5 . BleV cc 
Similiarly, using the same procedure for Oa 
F =-- -10.16ev 00 
The resonance integral ,  �co' is usually determined from UV 
42 spectroscopic data but can be estimated from a formula in Flurry a 
�
co
• -2524exp ( -5 . 047 ( (Zc + Z0)/Z0 - 2) 2 - 5r00) 
where Z and Z are the effective electronegativity index of carbon c 0 
and oxygen respectively. Using this equation s 
� • -2 . 76ev co 
This value ia surprisingly close to the value of -�2. 7JeV found 
by Brown and Heffernan*3 who got their value from UV . spectroscopic 
data. 
Using thi.s value for the resonance integral the off-di.agonal 
Fock integral is found to be t  
F • � - iP (cc/oo) 
co c o  co 
F • -2 . 76ev - t(1 ) (8. 55) ev co 
Finally the Fock determinant is s e t  ups 
-5 . 81 - · e 
which solves & 
giving 
-10. 16 - e 
e
2 + 15e + 10 0 
e a -14. JeV, -O . ?eV 
- 0 
- 0 
which are the eigenvalues or molecular orbital energy values for 
formaldehyde . 
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APPENDIX 
This section c ontains the ultraviolet spectra of dimethyl­
keten dimer, tetramethylcyclobutane-1 . J-biscyclohexyl imine , tetra­
methylcyclobutane-1 , 3-dithione . In the Results and Disc ussion 
Section these spectra are ref erred to in order to stress certain 
high energy transitions . 
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ADDEHDUE 
Throughout th i s  th e s i s  th ere h a s  been a. compar i so n  o f  the 1 1 trend11 
o f  th e en ergy l evel spl i tt ing o f  th e n-rr:< Yersu s the n-n>:< o f  th e th ree 
system s : dirne thylk e ten d im e r ,  te trafi1e thylcyclobu tane-1 , 3-b i cyclohexyl 
im ine , and tetrame thyl cyclobutane-1 , 3- dith ion e . H��y are the ab solute 
value s of th e TI- energy level spli tt ing no t the same in th e n-rr� sy stem 
a s  th ey - are in the n-rr:< sys tem o f  the re sp e c t ive compoun d s ? Th e  rea son 
is rela tively simple in context . Th e  ove rall o rb i tal symme try o f  th e 
two sy s tem s i s  no t th e sa.me . Th e  symmetry produ c t  o f  the nonbonded 
el e c tro n  tran s ition i s  qui te different from the TT- ele c tron tran s i t ion . 
Th. e  dike tone a..nd the di th ione sys tem s  have Dzh symme try . Using 
th i s  cy:w:1 etr-.r and follouing the proper syDnne t r-.r opera t i on s  fo r the 
loHe s t  energy o rb i tal ac cording to the follouing diagram : 
z. 
Biu i s  o b tained a s  the proper symme try spec ie s  ( irredu c ible repre sentat ion ) 
fo r Y, , o r n_ i f  follouing the d iagram on page 21 o f  th i s  th e s i s . Like".H s e , 
one obtain s the syrii.>ne t�J spe c ie s B2g fo r TT+ , Bi.u fo r TT+* ,  and B2g 
fo r 
In o rde r to de te nn ine if a part i cul ar tran s i tion i s  " allowe d "  
th e syr:nne try p ro duc t o f  th e tran s ition mu st be o f  a syrnme tr'J spe c ie s  
w h i ch co inc i:le s u i  th one o f  th e thre e co:�ponen t s  o f  the d ipole mo:nent 
of th e mole cul e . Fo r n211 syrn�1e t�J the thre e co!lponen ts o f  the dipole 
L#3· 
mom ent co in c ide wi th th e  symmetry spe c ie s B1 u , B2u ,  and BJu · Applying 
th i s  rule to E1 on page 21 of  th i s the s i s : 
wh ich i s  an allowed tran si t ion s ince i t  coinc ide s wi th th e component 
Mz of th e dipole mom ent . Applying th i s  rul e  to th e r e s t  o f  th e tran­
sitions _we find 6 E2 = Ag ( fo rbidden ) ,  6 E3 = Ag ( forbidden) , and l1 E4 
= BJu ( allowed ) . 
� 
In o rder to compare th i s  wi th the n- rr tran sit ion s one mus t  first 
determ ine th e symme t ry spe c ie s  of th e nonbonding o rbi tal . Using th e 
following diagr�m :  
y 
and pe rfo rm ing th e correct symmetry operation s� B2u i s  obtained a s  the corre c t  
symmetry spec i e s fo r th e n o rbi tal . .do�� i f  we l abel n- TT+� a s A En.  1 and 
n- n �- a s  ti En2 th e following i s  obtained for th e syrn..rn e try produc t  fo r 
the t ran s i t ion s : 
� E;1 1  = B2uB1 u = BJg ( forbi dden )
 
6 En2 ::: B2uB2g = Au ( forbidden) 
'Ih e  fac t  th at bo th transi tion s are fo rbidden concern s  u s no t .  Howeve r , 
th e symm e t ry  sp e c i e s  fo !' the symm e try produc t s  are o f  great  intere s t .  
Here in l i e s  the k ey to th e dilemma in regard t o  th e ab solute value o f  
the spl i tting in ene rg-f l evel s .  · In o rder to g e t  th e  ac tual value o f  
the spl i t t ing b e tween then-o rb i tal s  we mu s t  sub t rac t th e value fo r 
6E1 , in e V, from. th e value fo r l'·E2 . Al so we c an sub t ra c t  the value 
for 6�1 , in e V, f:com 6En2 · Howeve r ,  on clo se in spe c ti on we no t ic e 
th at u s ing th e rr- rr� tr� s i  t ion s  we are sub tr ac t ing th e energy fo r 
the syir.u"lle try sp eci e s  B3u from th e energy fo r th e sym.t-n e t �J spe c i e s Arf , 
. 0 
wh ile i f  ·we u se the n - 1T� tran s i t-ion we are sub t ra c t in g  th e ene rgy 
fo l" BJg from .\t .  Cl early th e se symme t ry spe c i e s are di ffe rent fo r 
th e d i f f e rent t ran s i t i on s ;  ie . Tf- TT"' v s . n-n � Since th e ene rgy would 
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be d i fferent for e ach symme try spe c ie s ,  no mat t e r  how small th e differenc e 
m ay  b e ,  it  i s  not po s sibl e to . compare ab solute value s in th e two system s .  
Pe rnap s i t  sho ul d  b e  m ent ioned h ere that pho to el ectron spec-
t ro scop i c  stud i e s  h ave reVEwled th at th e:ce is ac tually two separate 
1r5 n- energy l evel s . - Th ey r e sul t  from intera c t i on b e twe en th e n-electrons . 
on the separat e  oxygen atom s with th e C- C �-o rb i tal s o f  th e cyclobu tane 
r ing . Th ey found that an additional n-orb itaJ. o f  S'Jmmetry spe c i e s  
* 
Th e  two n- rr trans i t ion s re sul t ing from thi s  n-o rb i  tal are 
B ( fo rb i dden ) and B1 rr ( allowed) . Howe ve r ,  the se ar e still different 2u o 
than th e synm etry spe c ie s BJu and Ag • wh i ch c o in c ide wi th th e TT-Tf *  
tran s ition s � E1 and �E2 • 'Ihu s th e re sul t s st ill h ol d . 
For th e Czv syrmn et�J ,  uh i ch th e b i s im ine exh ibit s , s im il iar re sul t s 
are ob ta ine d . Fo r th e Tt -n* tran s i tions ti. E1 yi el d s  th e B1 S'j11lme trn.r 
spe c ie s ( allowed)  a..�d AE2 yield s th e symm e try spe c i e s A1 ( allowe d ) . 
Tne n-·n� tran s i tions sho�..r 62m h a s  th e symm e try spe c i e s Bz ( allowe d )  
and ClEnz h a s  th e symm e t ry spec ie s A2 ( forbidden ) . 
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